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ŠKODA-designed bicycles are integral to the range of ŠKODA Genuine Accessories. 

In a way, the Czech carmaker is continuing the historical legacy of its founders, 

Václav Laurin and Václav Klement, who actually started out in 1895 by producing 

bikes. The current relationship the car company enjoys with the realm of cycling is 

typified by its sponsorship of the world’s most popular cycling event, the Tour de 

France, which ŠKODA has officially partnered for more than 10 years in a row.

The link with Superior, the Czech manufacturer,  guarantees that the bicycles are  

of a high standard and reflect all the latest cycling trends. This partnership has resulted  

in a full range of attractive ŠKODA-designed bikes. With this collection, the brand puts  

the needs and requirements of its customers first, whether they are going out for  

a ride by themselves or enjoying a family trip.

Hardcore long-haul riders will moon over the ŠKODA Road Elite, the ultralight carbon  

road bike, while rugged adventurers will negotiate all off-road obstacles with ease  

on a full-suspension 29er. Besides these genuinely top-notch models, a full range  

of other bikes for everyday use, catering to every size and shape, has been assembled.  

ŠKODA even thinks of the youngest family members, teaming up with Olpran  

to design the ŠKODA Mini runbike.

The wide range of bicycles is complemented by a full set of ŠKODA cycling 

accessories, produced in cooperation with high-profile manufacturers.



ŠKODA Road Elite

The ŠKODA Road Elite road bike is built around the 

Carbon Road Race CRB frame which features extraordinary 

resilience. The Shimano brakes represent a wager on a sure 

thing. Many clever solutions were utilised when designing this 

bicycle to maximise its performance and make both its service 

and maintenance easier. The massive central area allows for 

achieving the highest possible resilience and perfect transfer 

of the pedalling energy. Twenty two transmission gears are enough 

to overcome any track profile. The whole machine only weights 

8.1 kg, allowing for easy transportation by your ŠKODA car.

Order No. 000 050 214M for a bicycle with a 540 mm frame 

 or No. 000 050 214N for a bicycle with a 560 mm frame

or No.000 050 214P for a bicycle with a 580 mm frame.   

The pedals are not included.

Weight 8.1 kg
Frame Carbon Road Race CRB

Fork Full Carbon UD
Brakes (front/rear): Shimano BR-R505 hydraulic  

disc brake/SM-RT81 140/140 mm
Shift levers Shimano ST-RS505 2×11

Front derailleur Shimano Ultegra 5800
Rear derailleur Shimano Ultegra 5800 SS

Cranks Shimano 5800 50/34T
Rims DT R24

Tires Schwalbe One 700×25C
Saddle Fi‘zi:k Antares MG

Gears 22
Size 540 mm; 560 mm; 580 mm

Order No. 000 050 214M; 000 050 214N; 00 050 214P

Road Elite

more informations:

The ŠKODA Road Elite road bicycle is equipped with 
components of the Shimano Ultegra product line.

Thanks to its low weight, rigid frame, and fast
and precise shifting.



ŠKODA MTB 29 Full

The ŠKODA MTB 29 full-sprung bicycle allows you to pedal 

while sitting even in terrain that would make you lift off the seat 

if you had a fixedframe. The springing evens out the terrain roughness 

and keeps the rear tyre casing in continuous contact with the ground, 

saving the cyclist’s strength. This will come especially appreciated 

during the last kilometres of longer trips when the strength is sparse 

and any distance seems to go on forever. The springing allows for 

a very generous shift of 100 mm, which is sufficient even for a quite 

difficult terrain. Thanks to its 20 transmission gears, everyone can set 

the optimal speed according to the track profile and their current fitness.

Order No. 000 050 230AL for a bicycle with a 17.5" frame. 

The pedals are not included.

Weight 11.8 kg
Frame Alu X6 Ultralite

Fork Rock Shox Recon Gold TK Tapered, 15 mm + PushLoc remote LO
Brakes Shimano BR-M395 hydraulic disc brake 180/180 mm

Shift levers Shimano SLX I-spec Rapid Fire Plus 2×10
Front derailleur Shimano Deore D-type

Rear derailleur Shimano XT GS Shadow Plus
Cranks Shimano SLX Hollowtech II 38/24T

Rims ZTR Rapid 28H
Tires Schwalbe Racing Ralph Performance 2.25"

Saddle Fi‘zi:k Nisene MG
Gears 20
Size 17.5" 

Order No. 000 050 230AL

MTB 29 
FULL

more informations:

The ŠKODA MTB 29 full-sprung bicycle allows you to pedal 
while sitting even in terrain that would make you  

lift off the seat if you had a fixedframe.



ŠKODA Road

The ŠKODA Road bicycle is great for trips on metalled roads. 

The frame geometry was designed with emphasis on maximising the 

energy transfer effectiveness and great handling even on the hardest 

tracks. The carbon fork offers high torsion resilience and the ability to 

absorb vibration while retaining minimal weight. The result is precise 

handling and high comfort even on a lower-quality surface. The bicycle 

only weighs 9 kg, meaning it is easy to transport and manipulate 

even for a cyclist of moderate physical capabilities. Its conical head 

tube utilises the larger diameter of the lower bearing, increasing the 

lifespan of the head assembly and providing higher resilience for more 

precise handling, easier track keeping and effective energy transfer.

Order No. 000 050 214K for a bicycle with a 540 mm frame  

or No. 000 050 214L for a bicycle with a 560 mm frame. 

 The pedals are not included.

Weight 9.0 kg
Frame Alu X6 Ultralite

Fork Carbon UD
Brakes Tektro R312

Shift levers Shimano Sora 3500 2×9
Front derailleur Shimano Sora 3500

Rear derailleur Shimano Sora 3500 SS
Cranks FSA Vero Compact 50/34T

Rims Weinmann Flier 24H
Tires Schwalbe Lugano 700×25C

Saddle Selle Royal Seta Performa
Gears 18

Size 540 mm; 560 mm
Order No. 000 050 214K; 000 050 214L

Road

more informations:

The ŠKODA Road bicycle is great for trips 
on metalled roads.



ŠKODA MTB 29+

With its high-end frame geometry, the ŠKODA MTB 29+ 

mountain bike ensures outstanding dexterity and handling, nullifying 

the handicap of some bicycles with 29-inch spokes. Even if you are not 

planning on using it for racing, you will surely appreciate the pedalling 

energy transfer into the forward movement. Its more upright sitting 

position and comfort-oriented frame prevent back pain. Unpleasant 

vibrations are taken care of by its carefully sprung suspension. A cyclist 

can last very long in a comfortable seat. The big wheels have an easier 

time overcoming uneven terrain while the larger contact surface of the 

tyre casings bring better mesh without slipping. The total of 27 gears allow 

you to choose the right gear so that everyone can enjoy trips outdoors. 

Order the 16" frame bicycle under number 000 050 230AR,  

the 18" frame bicycle under number 000 050 230AS,  

the 20" frame bicycle under number 000 050 230AT  

and the 22" frame bicycle under number 000 050 230BE.

Weight 14.5 kg
Frame Aluminium 6061.T6 double butted

Fork SR Suntour XCR HLO
Brakes Shimano BR-M355 hydraulic disc brake 180/160 mm

Shift levers Shimano Acera Rapid Fire Plus 3×9
Front derailleur Shimano Alivio 34.9 mm

Rear derailleur Shimano Deore SGS Shadow
Cranks Shimano FC-M391 44/32/22T
Rims Weinmann U28 Disc Sport 32H

Tires Schwalbe Smart Sam 2.10"
Saddle Selle Royal Seta M1

Gears 27
Size 16"; 18" ; 20" ; 22" 

Order No. 000 050 230 AR; 000 050 230 AS; 
000 050 230 AT; 000 050 230 BE

MTB 29+

more informations:

With its high-end frame geometry, the ŠKODA MTB 29+ 
mountain bike ensures outstanding dexterity  

and handling.



ŠKODA Cross

The ŠKODA Cross universal bicycle presents a compromise 

solution for both roads and light terrain. This cross-country bicycle was 

designed so that the sitting position would be as upright as possible, 

eliminating potential back pain. Increased comfort is ensured by a very 

comfortable seat, as well as sprung suspension and ergonomically 

shaped grips. Too rough of a pattern on the bicycle wheels can drain 

the cyclist’s strength just as the mileage of your ŠKODA car can be 

affected by a bad choice of tyres. Special Schwalbe Silento tyre-casings 

are chosen with emphasis on minimal rolling resistance so that you 

can travel longer distances with less fatigue. ŠKODA Cross is just 

the right fit for your hands with its natural and safe handling.

It comes in two frame sizes: 

19" under order No. 000 050 226K 

and 21" under order No. 000 050 226L. 

This machine is delivered including pedals.

Weight 14.5 kg
Frame Aluminium 6061.T6 double butted

Fork SR Suntour NEX-DS HLO
Brakes Tektro HDC-290 hydraulic disc brake 160/160 mm

Shift levers Shimano Alivio Rapid Fire Plus 3×9
Front derailleur Shimano Altus 31.8 mm

Rear derailleur Shimano Deore
Cranks Shimano FC-M371 48/36/26T
Rims Weinmann U28 Disc Sport 32H

Tires Schwalbe Silento 700×38C
Saddle Selle Royal Shadow

Gears 27
Size 19" ; 21" 

Order No. 000 050 226K; 000 050 226L

Cross

more informations:

The ŠKODA Cross universal bicycle presents a compromise 
solution for both roads and light terrain.



ŠKODA MTB Lady 27

The ŠKODA MTB Lady 27 bicycle was designed specifically 

according to the specific requirements of women. The geometry design 

and component assembly are strictly tailored to women’s physique. 

The most significant feature is its lowered frame pipe that allows 

for more convenient and safer getting on and off of the bicycle. 

Thanks to the wider handlebar, the cyclist has higher stability on 

the bicycle and an easier time handling it. The large wheels are 

useful for overcoming uneven terrain. The riding is more fluid, more 

comfortable and less exhausting. An important aspect is undoubtedly 

that the design corresponds with the latest fashion trends. 

In order for every female cyclist to be able to choose a ride  

that suits her physique, the ŠKODA MTB Lady 27 comes  

in three sizes: Order number 000 050 230AN for 14" frame,  

order number 000 050 230AP for 16" frame  

and number 000 050 230AQ for 18" frame.

Weight 14.1 kg
Frame Aluminium 6061.T6 double butted

Fork SR Suntour XCR HLO
Brakes Shimano BR-M355 hydraulic disc brake 160/160 mm

Shift levers Shimano Acera Rapid Fire Plus 3×9
Front derailleur Shimano Alivio 34.9 mm

Rear derailleur Shimano Deore SGS Shadow
Cranks Shimano FC-M391 44/32/22T
Rims Weinmann U28 Disc Sport 32H

Tires Schwalbe Smart Sam Performance 2.10"
Saddle Selle Royal Seta Woman

Gears 27
Size 14" , 16" , 18" 

Order No. 000 050 230AN; 
000 050 230AP; 000 050 230AQ

MTB Lady 27

more informations:

The ŠKODA MTB Lady 27 bicycle was designed  
specifically according to the specific  

requirements of women.



ŠKODA Racing 24

The ŠKODA Racing 24 children’s bicycle is intended for 

children who have not yet grown enough to ride bicycles for grownups. 

This bicycle is designed so that it can be adjusted to a wide range 

of heights of young cyclists. Thanks to this, the bicycle can "grow" along 

with the child for several years. Safe getting on and off of the bicycle 

is made easier by the upper frame pipe. Its safety is also boosted by 

braking levers dimensioned for small children’s hands. The attention of 

design engineers was also invested into the need for weight reduction. 

Heavy bicycles are difficult for children to handle. ŠKODA Racing 24 

features easy handling with minimum effort so that your child 

can appropriately enjoy the ride. Thanks to the very soft springs, 

the front forks actually work, as opposed to being just a dead weight.

Weight 12.5 kg
Frame Aluminium 6061.T6

Fork SR Suntour XCT JR
Brakes Tektro 855 Alloy V-brake

Shift levers Shimano SL-RS45 Revoshift 3×7
Front derailleur Shimano FD-TY10 31.8 mm

Rear derailleur Shimano RD-TX35D
Cranks SR Suntour CW-XCCT202 22/32/42T

Rims Weinmann ZAC 20
Tires Schwalbe Black Jack 24×1.90"

Saddle Velo Sport Junior
Gears 21
Size 13"

Order No. 000 050 231B

Racing 24

more informations:

The ŠKODA Racing 24 children's bicycle is intended  
for children who have not yet grown enough  

to ride bicycles for grownups.



ŠKODA Racing 20

With its 11" frame, the ŠKODA Racing 20 Children’s bicycle 

is intended for young cyclists who already feel comfortable with the 

bicycle seat and want to take on their first challenging trips along 

with their parents. The children-friendly geometry is designed for the 

ergonomy and physique of the youngest cyclists. The result is just 

the right length, height and sitting. Your child will feel comfortable 

behind the handlebars and will last long without getting tired.

Weight 9.9 kg
Frame Aluminium 6061.T6

Fork Rigid
Brakes Tektro 855 Alloy V-brake

Shift levers Shimano SL-RS35 Revoshift 1×6
Rear derailleur Shimano RD-TX35D

Cranks Prowheel 40T
Rims Weinmann ZAC 20

Tires Schwalbe Black Jack 20×1.90"
Saddle Velo Junior

Gears 6
Size 11"

Order No. 000 050 231C

Racing 20

more informations:

With its 11" frame, the ŠKODA Racing 20 Children's bicycle  
is intended for young cyclists who already feel  

comfortable with the bicycle seat.



ŠKODA Kid 16

The ŠKODA Kid 16 bicycle is derived from the fresh ŠKODA 

Motorsport design and its prevalent colours of white and green. 

Colour-wise, they correspond with the cyclist clothing collection. The 

ŠKODA Kid 16 bicycle is intended for little cyclists to make their first 

rides behind these handlebars. Their sense of security is boosted by the 

side wheels which can eventually be removed, allowing the children 

to become fullfledged cyclists. The 6061 T6 ultra-light aluminium alloy 

frame is supplemented by elegant foam protective elements that 

improve safety of the youngest racers. This product for the youngest 

utilises a set of smart solutions called Riding Smart that makes its usage 

more pleasant and makes the riding more enjoyable. Thanks to this 

(among other things), your child can have some real fun riding the bicycle.

Weight 9.3 kg
Frame Aluminium 6061.T6

Fork Rigid
Brakes Shimano BR-T4000 V-brake

Cranks Steel/Alloy 28T
Rims Weinmann VP21

Tires Schwalbe City Jet 16×1.95"
Saddle Velo Junior

Gears 1
Size 9"

Order No. 000 050 250B

Kid 16

more informations:

The ŠKODA Kid 16 bicycle is intended for little cyclists  
to make their first rides behind these handlebars.



ŠKODA Mini

ŠKODA thinks even of the youngest. The ŠKODA Mini children’s bounce 

bicycle was developed just for them, fitting inside the boot of your 

ŠKODA car thanks to its small dimensions. Their safety is watched over 

by the cable-controlled brake. Coming in an attractive design, it is fitted 

with two reflecting glasses and splashboards on either end. The bounce 

bicycle comes with two stickers that can be used to customize it for 

boys or girls, according to who is going to be riding it. The black seat 

with ŠKODA logo is large enough to provide comfortable sitting even 

during very intense bouncing. Additionally, it is easy to clean, which can 

after all be said about all the parts of the children’s bounce bicycle.

Weight 4.2 kg
Frame Rigid metal

Fork Rigid metal
Brakes „V” break metal

Rims RMX 203X21 Ral 6018/16 holes, metal
Tires 47-203, V62 Teddy

Saddle PVC, black color, logo ŠKODA AUTO
Size 7"

Order No. 000 050 250C

Mini

more informations:

ŠKODA thinks even of the youngest. The ŠKODA Mini  
children's bounce bicycle was developed  

just for them.



www.skoda-auto.com 

Information on technical data, construction, equipment, materials, warranties, and outer features apply to the period 
when the flyer was submitted for print (05/2015). The manufacturer reserves the right for changes. Request more 
detailed information on the complete line of ŠKODA Genuine Accessories and their installation from your authorized 
ŠKODA partner. All the prices specified in the flyer include VAT and are recommended by ŠKODA AUTO.

The environmental logo is the expression of awareness 
of responsibility and effort of ŠKODA AUTO to achieve the 
permanently sustainable development of the company and 
friendly approach to life and the environment.

ŠKODA Service App
Always on your side.


